
TRANSPARENCY FOR YOUR CRE INVESTMENTS

What is a Property Condition Assessment?

The Road to Collateral Certainty

It’s essential to understand the effects a potential investment can have on your portfolio. Insight into the condition of a 
subject site can help your clients understand an asset’s potential value and likely financial behavior. 

When assessing a property’s value and investment potential, a CREtelligent Property Condition Assessment (PCA) is a great 
place to start. Also known as a Commercial Building Inspection or a Property Condition Report, a PCA examines every 
aspect of an asset’s condition from its foundation to its interior and exterior finishes, from its framing and roofing to its 
HVAC and electrical systems. A PCA also includes a review of the property’s ADA and other regulatory compliance. Our 
PCAs also provide reasonable estimates for the remaining useful life and cost of replacement of each dimension of your 
property’s built environment. 

Interior Finish Foundation and Framing Roofing HVAC Electrical

A CREtelligent PCA can put lenders and investors on the road to 
collateral certainty! Our PCAs feature a walk-through site inspection that 
photographically documents readily apparent material and building system 
conditions affecting the value of a property. Every PCA report provides realistic 
cost opinions on the capital expenditures necessary to bring properties into 
ADA compliance, to execute immediate and short-term repairs, and to create 
a capital reserve fund to put a property on regular maintenance, repair, and 
replacement schedule. Our reports also provide Remaining Useful Life (RUL) 
estimates for each of a property’s interior and exterior structural components 
as well as its interior systems and finishes.

You can be on the road to collateral certainty within 10-12 business days 
from a site inspection.

Follows the industry-accepted guidelines 
of ASTM E2018-15

Visual site inspection of the property and 
any additional onsite structures evaluating 
interior/exteriors

Photographic documentation of 
structural conditions (i.e., interior finish, 
foundation, framing, roofing, plumbing, 
and electrical systems)

Provides recommendations, preliminary 
cost estimates, and priorities for resolving 
deficiencies, updating major aging 
components, and undertaking further 
detailed investigations
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Download a preview sample report HERE 
OR download the full sample report HERE

https://workdrive.zohoexternal.com/external/3QimeadOp91-LbdEp
https://workdrive.zohoexternal.com/external/3QimeadOp92-LbdEp


Commercial Real Estate Due Diligence Simplified. 

IS YOUR INVESTMENT SECURED?
Gain Collateral Certainty

CREtelligent.com

Log in to The CREtelligent Platform and discover 
how easy commercial real estate due diligence 
can be. We created a simple, robust, and 
innovative platform to collapse transaction close 
times and eliminate unnecessary cost and hassle 
during CRE loan transactions. The result is our 
easy-to-use, one-stop platform for locating a 
property, ordering a service, and delivering the 
reports you need to build collateral certainty, 
comply with regulatory requirements, and satisfy 
in-house property intelligence and risk-tolerance 
requirements. The Platform lets you instantly 
triage a property’s environmental condition and 
order the services you need all in one place. 
Eliminate the hassle and expense of engaging 
multiple providers to perform multiple tasks. The 
CREtellgient Platform ensures our clients will meet 
their goals and receive world-class service.

LOG IN. ORDER. GO.

4-Point Collateral Certainty

1. Commercial Valuation

2. Environmental Assessment

3. Property Condition Assessment

4. Flood-Zone Determination

The CREtelligent Platform is an 
innovative platform designed to 

improve workflow and transparency 
for participants in the commercial 

real estate ecosystem.
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